If C is a weak* closed convex subset of E*, the dual of a Banach space E, then by a weak* support point of C we mean a point z* £ C fot which there exists z eE\|0| such that Sc(z) = (z, z*).
(Sc is the support function for C and is defined for each x e E by Sc(x) = supS(x, x*)\ x* £ C\.)
In [5] , Phelps showed that the set of weak* support points of C is large in the sense of the following theorem.
Theorem 1 [Phelps] . // E is a Banach space and C is a weak* closed convex subset of E* then the weak* support points of C are norm dense in the norm boundary of C. By the polar C° of a set C C E, we mean the set Sx* £ E*\Scix*) < l\.
If N is a subspace of E, then N denotes the annihilator of N in E* i.e. N1 = \n* eE*j( 72,72*) = 0 for each 72 £ N\. only remains to show that z* £ P(C) and Sc(z*) = 1. Since z* is clearly a weak* support point of C°, there exists z eE\Í0! satisfying Sc°(z) = ( z, z*). Because z/ 0 there exists n* £ E* such that (z, n*)>0. Since C is bounded, we know C° is radial at 0; hence there exists A>0 such that Arc* £C° so 0 < < z, \n* ) < Scc(z).
Without loss of generality we can suppose Scoiz) = ( z, z* ) = 1.
Thus z £ C (by the bipolar theorem) and we have Sc(z*) = i z, z* ) = 1 since z* £ C°.
This completes the proof. 
